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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuing study of [3]. Separation axioms are 
introduced and investigated. The fuzzy unit interval used here is a little dif- 
ferent from that one in [Z] but Urysohn’s lemma still holds. Baire theorem 
and contraction mapping theorem are proved in fuzzy pseudo metric 
spaces. Total boundedness is introduced and its relation to m-compactness 
is treated. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. p E I”, where I= [0, 1 ] is called a fuzzy set on A’. 
VXEX. 
i(x) = i VXEX. 
O(x) = 0 vx E x. 
p”(X) = 1 -p(x) vx E x. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let f, X---t Y, ~1 EIx, v E I’, 
f(P)(Y) = xEw,) b44~~ f-‘(Y) + 0. 
= 0, PLY)= 0. 
f-‘(v)(x) = VW)) VXE X. 
DEFINITION 2.3. q”, E Ix (0 < a < 1 ), where 
4(x’) = 6 x’ = x, 
= 0, X’ZX, 
is called a fuzzy point on X (written q): 
DEFINITION 2.4. .F c Ix, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) pL,EF- V&ET-. 
5 is called a fuzzy topology on X and (X, F) fuzzy topological space. 
DEFINITION 2.5. ZJ is called a neighbourhood of qo 3v E F (q E v - p). 
Let Nq denote the system of neighbourhoods of q. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let d, {q} x {q} -+ [0, + co), satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(I) a<ao*d(q~oq:O,)=O 
(11) 4q, q2) = d(q’,qE) 
(III) d(q,q,)~d(q,q,)+d(q293) 
(IV) d(q,q,) < r, where r >O* 3a; > a,(d(q$,q,) < r). 
d is called a fuzzy pseudo metric on X and (X, d) fuzzy pseudo metric 
space. 
We shall also use the following definition which is an equivalent version 
of Definition 2.6. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let d: {q) x {q} --$ [0, + co), satisfying the following 
conditions: 
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(Ia) a<cr,*d(q$q;;)=O. 
(Ib) Vr > 0 3a’ > CL,, (d(q$q;;) < r). 
(II) mlq*)=4mF). 
(III) d(q,q,) d d(q,qz) + 4q2qd 
d is called a fuzzy pseudo metric on X and (X, d) fuzzy pseudo metric 
space. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the conditions (Ia), (II), (III) in Definition 2.7 hold, 
then the condition (Ib) is equivalent to the condition (IV) in Definition 2.6. 
Proof: (IV) s (Ib) is immediate. 
(Ib) =S (IV). If d(qlq2) < r, where r > 0, then choose r’ such that 0 < r’ < 
r-d(q,q,). By the condition (Ib), for this r’ 3a; > al(d(q;iql)<r’). Thus 
d(q”,l,q*)~d(q*,:q,)+d(q,q,)<r’+d(q,q,)<r. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.8. d is called a fuzzy metric on Xod is a fuzzy pseudo 
metric and satisfies the condition that d(q, q2) = 0 ax, = x2, tl, 6 CQ. 
DEFINITION 2.9. q” is said to converge to qoVp E A$3N 
(n > Nag” G p) (written qn + q). 
q” is said to c-converge to 4-q”’ --) qC (written q” I, q). 
q” is said to m-converge to q-q” + q and q” --S q (written q” 3 q). 
DEFINITION 2.10. (X, d) is said to be m-compact oevery sequence q” 
has an m-convergent subsequence. 
DEFINITION 2.11. q” is called a Cauchy sequenceed(q”q”) -+ 0 
(n, m 3 co). 
DEFINITION 2.12. (X, d) is said to be complete oevery Cauchy 
sequence m-converges. 
3. THE FUZZY UNIT INTERVAL 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A, R+Z, where R=(-co, +co) and Z= [0, 11. 
1 ^ son Zol is nonincreasing on Z and A(t) f CY (0 < a < 1) in any subinter- 
vaI of Z. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The fuzzy unit interval is the set of all A’s which satisfy 
the condition that A 5 on Z and A(t) = 1 Vt < 0, A(t) = 0 Vt > 1 (written FZ). 
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Note that A, and & are considered to be identical iff A,(t-- ) = A,( t - ), 
A,(t+)=&(t+) VteR. 
DEFINITION 3.3. R, : FZ+ I and R,(l) = A( t + ), 
L,: FI-, I and L,(A)= 1 -A([-). 
DEFINITION 3.4. The fuzzy topology on FZ is that which has {R,, A L,,: 
t,, t,~(-cm, +a)} as a base. 
DEFINITION 3.5. p 5 v o Vq (q - p =s- q Z v). 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) 4% peqgp. 
(2) PS v*f ‘(/4-f ‘(vi 
(3) R,+ L:‘. 
(4) t,>tz*L$= R,,. 
Proof (1) Is immediate. 
(2) If q - f‘-‘(p), then ,f(q) - /A (see [3], Theorem 3.2(6)), hence 
f(q) g v by hypothesis which implies q Ef-‘(v) by [3, Theorem 3.2(5)]. 
(3) Is immediate. 
(4) We have only to prove the case where t,, t, E [0, 11, other cases 
are trivial. Let q; - L;,, then A(t,-)=L;,(A)>a. Since t,>t2 and 3, is 
nonincreasing, R,,(l) = A(?,+ ) > n(t, - ) > a. Thus R,,(I) 2 a. If R,,(A) = a, 
then Vt~(f~, t,) we have a=i(t,+)3il(t)b~(t,-)3a, hence l(t)za, a 
contradiction to A 5 on I. Q.E.D. 
4. SEPARATION AXIOMS 
In this paragraph (X, 5) is a fuzzy topological space, (4)’ denotes the 
complementary set of q. 
DEFINITION 4.1. (X, F) is said to be T, o Vq (q is closed). 
DEFINITION 4.2. (X, F) is said to be HausdorffoVq,, q2 such that 
q1 g (q2)’ 3~i, POE F such that p, - & (ql C p, and q2 E p2). 
DEFINITION 4.3. (X, 5) is said to be regularotfq Vv E F such that 
qcv3pEF (q”E/L+A v). 
DEFINITION 4.4. (X, Y) is said to be normaloVp’ E F Vv E 5 such 
that ,-% V!I,U~E$ (~5 p,- pi% v). 
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Note that @, v E 5, p -% v means every cluster point of p is an interior 
point of v (see [3, Theorems 7.1 and 7.61). 
DEFINITION 4.5. (1) (X, Y) is said to be T2e it is Hausdorff. 
(2) (X, 5) is said to be T3~it is regular and T,. 
(3) (X, Y) is said to be T,oit is normal and T,. 
THEOREM 4.1. (1) (X,5) is T,*it is T,. 
(2) (A’, F) is T,=-it is T,. 
(3) (X,9) is T,=sit is T,. 
Proof: (1) If qZvEF-, then (q)‘EF by T, and q-% v by 
Lemma 3.1( 1). By normality 3~ E Y (q -% p - p -% v), and q 5 p implies 
4EP. 
(2) If q1 Z (q2)‘, then (q2)’ ET by T, and ~PLE .Y (q, Z p 4 
~2 (q2)‘) by regularity. Evidently p- (cl”)“. And ii 5 (q2)’ implies 
q2 5 ji”, which implies in turn q2 Z /i’ by Lemma 3.1(l). Take p, = p and 
p2=F. Thusp1,p2E~,p,-=p;, and q1CpL,q,Cp2. 
(3) If q’E(q)C, then by Hausdorff ~~,,P~EY (q’Zp,,qEp2 and 
pL1 -= pi), hence q’c p, - & - (4)‘. Thus (q)C E Y by [3, Theorem 6.51. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Urysohn’s lemma). (X, Y) is normaloVp” E 9, v E 9 
such that p% v 3 continuousf: X-r FZ (p- f-‘(L;) andf--‘(I?,)+ v). 
ProoJ: This proof is similar to that of [2, Theorem 11 with a few 
modifications only. We state it here for completeness. 
(a) Let $ E 9 and v E 9 such that p -% v. Then v’ 5 p”. By the same 
process of construction as in [S, Sect. 11.11, for all rational rn in I 3~~~ E Y
(It ,, s p,, for ri < ri and v(’ 4 ji,, 4 pL”). Let v,” = (p$,)“, then v t- v,~ - p 
and v,, 2 VI, for ri < rj. 
For O<t<l define v,=V,,,“v,“, then V,EY and v +v, -p. If t-et’, 
choose r r 
“‘b n2 
such that t < rn, < r,, < t’, then v, - v ‘“, and v,~ - vIj, hence 
ii,,- v + V,” ----c v,. 
Deli2 f(x)(t) = v,(x) for 0 < t < 1. Since v,, 4 V,, %v, for t-et’, 
f(x)eFZ. Evidently cc+ A,<, v,=f-‘(L;) and f-‘(Ro)=Vz,o v,+ v. 
Since f-‘(R,)=V,,,, v,,EY and f-‘(Lf)=/\,,,,v,.=~,,,,v,,, which 
impliesf-‘(L,)=(f-‘(L;))‘=V,.,,i$E9, f is continuous. 
(0 Let PI’ E F and v E Y such that p -% v, then 3 continuous 
f: X+ FZ (p- f -‘(Lf) and f -‘(R,)- v). By Lemma 3.1(3), (4) for 
o<t<1, L$ R,< L+ R,, then p-f -‘(L+ f -‘(R,)-- 
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f-‘(L;.)S f-‘(R,)+ v by Lemma 3.1(2). Take pi=f-‘(R,), then 
j”-“(::’ E 9 a;d fl(R,) - f) =f-‘(L;), for f is continuous. Thus 
----c ,ii,- v. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. (X, d) is a fuzzy metric pace o it is a fuzzy pseudo metric 
space and T,. 
Proof. (=s) Given q;;, let zo, denote the closure of 4;;. If q - z,, then 
q is a cluster point of qqz by [3, Theorem 7.61. Thus V.s>O 3q’E 4:; 
(d(qq’)< s) by [3, Theorem 7.51. Since d(qqz) < d(qq’) by [3, 
Theorem 4.41, d(qqz) < E VE, which implies d(qq;;) = 0, which implies in 
turn x = x,,, a 6 cr, by hypothesis, i.e., q -+ 42. It follows E0 --= q*e,, hence 
4:=20, which implies qz is closed. 
(-+) Let d(q,, q2) =O, then VE (d(q,q,)< s). By [3, Theorem 4.31 
3a’ < CI~ (d(q,q$) -CC). It follows that q, is a cluster point of q2 by [3, 
Theorem 7.51 which implies q, - q2 by [3, Theorem 7.61. Since (A’, d) is 
T,,q,=q,;hencex,=x,,cr,<cr,. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. A fuzzy pseudo metric space (X, d) is Hausdorff o 
(q”-‘ql andq”Lq,*q,+ 4,). 
Proof. (a) If 3(q”} such that qn-+q1,qf1--Lrq2 but q2+ q,, then 
q2+ ql*q;%A(’ and 4” -+q, and qnhq2=Vp11,p2EF such that 
q, Z p,, q; C p2 3n, (q”O Z pi, q”O” Zp2). But q”O” “E p2 * 4”” % PL; and qno G p, 
and q”O + p; 3 p, + &, a contradiction. 
(-+) If not, then 3q,, q2 such that q, Z (q2)’ and Vn(B(q,(l/n))+ 
B’(qz(l/n))). Thus 3q” Z B(q,( l/n)), but q”h B”(q*( l/n)), which implies 
q”’ ? B(q,( l/n)). Evidently q” -+ q, and q”” --r q2, which implies q” -L q;. 
But q, C (q2)” * q2 C (q,)‘* q; % q,, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. A fuzzy metric space (X, d) is Hausdorff. 
Proof. If q” -+ q, , q” --L q2, then d(q,q,)~d(q,q”)+d(q”q,)= 
d(q”‘q;) + d(q”q,), which implies d(q2ql) = 0, which implies in turn q2 - q1 
for d is a fuzzy metric. By Theorem 4.4 (X, d) is Hausdorff. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.6. A fuzzy pseudo metric space (X, d) is normal. 
Proof: This proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem 5.71 with a few 
modifications only. We state it here for completeness. 
Let $ E F and v E F such that p 5 v. By [3, Theorems 7.3, 7.91, 
P= A\r>O D,(p) and v =Ve v’, where Q = {v’, +‘(D,.(v’) + v)}. Let 
P, = Ve Dr& A 0 
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By [3, Theorem 7.41 pi ES. Since q- p==-qZ V*~V’E Q(qE v’), 
4’ p A v’. Thus q c &p(q) + &,AP A v’), which implies q Z pI. It 
follows #u 2 p,. 
To show that p, 5 v we need the following proposition: 
q- &+Vr>03v’~Q (qED,(p) v D,,(v’)). 
And we prove it as follows. 
If q4 ii1 and r> 0 is given, then by [3, Theorem 7.53 for r/2 3q’Ep, 
t4w’) < r/2). But q’EpI *3v’EQ (q’ z D&l A v’)) * Gig” z ,a A v’ 
(d(q’q”) < r’/2). Thus d(qq”) < d(qq’) + d(q’q”) < (r + r’)/2 < max(r, r’}. It 
follows that q Z D,,,,,,.,(p A v’)=D& A v’) v D,.(p A v’)+ D,(p) v 
D,.( v’). 
Now let q - ii,. If Vr > 0 (q 2 D,(P)), then q - AzO D,(P) = Y -% v, 
hence q T v. If 3, > 0 (q 2 D&u)), then by (* ), q Z D,;( v’) - v, hence q E v. 
Thusj, -% v. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.6. (X, d) is said to be separable- 3{q”} such that Vq 
VE > 0 3q” (q” Z B(q&) and q”” E B(q”&)). 
DEFINITION 4.7. (X, F) is said to be C,, OF has a countable base 
(X, F) is said to be CI oevery fuzzy point q has a countable base of 
system of neighbourhoods. 
THEOREM 4.7. A fuzzy pseudo metric space (X, d) is separable- it is C,I. 
Proof: (a) Let (4”) be such that Vq VJE > 0 3q” (q” c B(qe) and 
q”’ Z B(q”&)). We show that {B(q”( l/k)): n = 1,2 ,..., k = 1, 2 ,... } is countable 
base of F induced by d as follows: 
Let q Z p E 5, then 3B(qs) 4 p by [3, Theorem 6.51. Choose l/k < ~12, 
then 3q”O Z B(q(l/k)) and qnw E B(q’( l/k)). Since d(qq”O) = d(q”O’q’) < l/k, 
q Z B(qw( l/k)). Let q’ Z B(q”O( l/k)), then d(q’q) 6 d(q’q”O) + d(q”Oq) < 
2/k < E, q’ Z B(q&), which implies B(q”O(l/k)) - B(qe) - ,a. 
(e) Let {Pi} be a countable base of F induced by d. Let 
Q= {(LP~):P~% II&>, Q#0, for qGpn and q’~T=>% tq’~v,)* 
pL, + & * (,u,,, ,u,,, ) E Q. Let q”” be such that q”” Z II,, and q”“” F pL,, 
where (P,,, pm > E Q. 
Let q and E >O be given. Then 3~~, (q Z p,, - B(q&)) and 3pm, 
(qc G pm, N B(qC&)), for p, is a base. Thus ,u,,, % &,, which implies 
(p,,, , pm, ) E Q. It follows that q”” Z B(qs) and q”“’ 2 II( Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.8. A fuzzy pseudo metric space (X, d) is C,. 
Proof: By [3, Theorem 6.4, Corollary] (B(q(l/n)): n= 1, 2,...} is a 
countable base of N?. 
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5. COMPLETENESS 
Let (X, d) be a fuzzy pseudo metric space. 
DEFINITION 5.1. S(q,r)= V. q, where Q = (q: d(qq,) 6 r}. 
LEMMA 5.1. (1) S(q,r) is closed. 
(2) q- S(qor)~4qqo)~rr. 
(3) VqEpEF 3S(qr)L p. 
ProojI (1) If q- S(q,r), then ‘de >O 3q’ G S(q,r) (d(qq’) < E) by [3, 
Theorem 7.51. But q’ Z S(q,r) * 3q (q’ Z 4 and d(Qq,) 6 r) * d(q’q,) 6 
d(ijq,J < r. Thus d(qq,) d d(qq’) + d(q’qJ < r + E; d(qq,) d r, for E is 
arbitrary. It follows that q- S(q,r), which implies S(q,r)- S(q,r). 
(2) (e) Is immediate. (*) If q- S(q,r) then q+ S(q,r) and by 
what has just been proved in (1 ), d(qq,) < r. 
(3) If q c KEY, then 3B(qr) - ,u, Choose r’ <r, then q’- S(qr’) 
implies d(q’q) d r’ < r by (2), hence q’ 2 B(qr) 4 p, Thus S(q,r’) 5 p. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.2. 11 is said to be dense o Vq V’E > 0 3q’ g p (q’ Z B( q&) and 
q”’ Z B(q%)). 
THEOREM 5.1 (Baire). (X, d) is a complete fuzzy pseudo metric space and 
p,, E F induced by d is dense * /jr p,, is dense. 
Proof Let q and E > 0 be given. Since p, is dense, 3q’ C p,(q’ C B(q&) 
and q”C B(q’&)). By Lemma 4.1(2) XS(q’E,)~ ,a, A B(q&), S(q”E,)L 
B(q’&) and c1 < 4. If we have constructed q”-’ such that S(q+ ‘E,~ ,) -% 
pUnPI A B(qnp2E,-2), S(qn-l’.E,p,)% B(qnp2L.&,m~2) and ~,~~,<1/2”-‘, 
then since 11, is dense, 3S(q%,) 5 p, A B(q” ‘E,~ ,), S(q”“E,) -% 
B(qn-lr&n_l) and E,< l/2”. 
If n > m, then B(q’k,) --( B(q’%,), hence d(q”q”) ~8,. Likewise 
d( q”q” ) = d( qnCqmC) <E, . It follows that {q”} is a Cauchy sequence. By 
completeness 3q* (q” 2 q* ). 
Since d(q*q’) < d(q*qm) + d(q”q’) < d(q*q”) + cl, q* - S(q’EI) L B(qs), 
hence q* Z B(q&). Likewise q*’ T B(q”&). On the other hand, d(q*q”) 6 
d(q*qm) + d(q”q”) for m > n, which implies q* --( S(q%,) + p,, Vn. Thus 
q *< Al”Pn. 
Finally since q*‘Z B(q’&), (q*C Z q’Z B(q”&)). And 4 g q* C B(q&), 
4~4”‘A;“P”. Thus A;” pL, is dense. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let f: (X, d) + (X, d), f is called a contraction+f is 
continuous, and d(f(ql)f(q2)) 6 Id(q,q,), where 0 < A< 1. 
THEOREM 5.2. (X, d) is a complete fuzzy metric space and f is a contrac- 
tion * 3 unique qO (f (qO) = qO). 
Proof: For any qO, let q: = f (q,,), qz = f(q&.., q;; = f(q;(- I),.... Since f is 
a contraction, d(q;;+‘q;;)<d”d(f(q,)q,) and d(q;lq;f+‘)d~“d(q,f(q,)). 
Thus 4qo “+“+lq”O)~C”k+=~d(qkg+lq~)<(C;+=~~k)d(f(qrJqo) and 
4q;;qo n+m+l)< (C;:;Ak) d(qOf(q,)). It follows that q;; is a Cauchy 
sequence and by completeness 3q* (q;f 2 q*), By continuity of f, 
f(G) 5 f(q*). Thus d(qof(q,)) 6 d(qoq;;+ ‘) + d(q;;+ ‘f(q”O)) + 
d(f(ql;)f(q,)) and d(f(qO)qO)dd(f(qo)f(q;f))+d(f(q;f)q;;+’)+d(q~+’q,), 
which implies d(q,f(q,)) = d(f(q,) qO) = 0, which implies in turn 
q. - f(qo) and f (qo) - qoy i.e., f (qo) = qo. 
If there were ql,q2 such that f(q1)=q1,f(q2)=q2, then d(q,q,)= 
d(f(q,) f(q2)) < Id(q,q,), hence d(q, q2) = 0. Likewise d(q2ql) = 0, therefore 
q1-q2andq2-<ql,i.e.,ql=q2. Q.E.D. 
6. TOTAL BOUNDEDNESS 
Let (X, d) be a fuzzy pseudo metric space. 
DEFINITION 6.1. (X, d) is said to be totally bounded ~V’E > 0 
W),= l,...,N (Vq 3n (9 g 40) and qc G &fW)). 
THEOREM 6.1. (X, d) is totally bounded+V{q”) 3 Cauchy subsequence 
W’). 
Proof. (=s) By total boundedness Vn 3q;, j= l,..., m,, such that Vq 3j 
(q g B(q;( l/n)) and qc if B(qy( l/n))). 
Let a sequence (pi> be given. For n = 1 3 subsequence {pi,,} of {p’} 3j 
(pi,, g B(q,! 1) and p$, G B(q,!“l) VP;‘,,). For n=2 3 subsequence {pi2)} of 
{P{,,> 3 (~1~) g B(q,24) and ~6, Z B(q,?‘$) VP{,,). If {pfkp ,,} has been con- 
structed, then for n = k 3 subsequence {P&J of (P&)) 3 
(~l;~) g B(q,k(l/k)) and P&Z Nq,k’(l/k)) VP&,). 
Choose p&,, then for k > i, d(p{,,p&,) < 2/i and d(p$,p&) < 2/i, hence 
{ ptk, 1 is a Cauchy subsequence of {pi}. 
(-z) If not, then 3~ > 0, for any q’ 3q2 (q2 i? B(q’.z) or q2’ 2 B(ql”&)), 
which implies d(q2q’) >E or d(q1q2) 2~. For ql, q2 3q3 (d(q3qi) 2 E or 
d(qiq3) > E Vi = 1,2). If q1q2 .. . q”- ’ has been constructed, then for 
q’q3...q”-’ 3q” (d(q”q’) 2 E or d(q’q”) > E Vi= 1, 2,..., n - 1). Thus (4”) has 
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the property that d(q”q”) 2 E or d(q”q”) > E Vn fm. Evidently it is 
impossible for {q” > to have a Cauchy subsequence. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. (X, d) is m-compact o it is totally bounded and complete. 
Proof: (3) If (X, d) were not totally bounded, then by the same 
process of construction as in Theorem 6.1 “err, 3{q”} such that 
d(q”q”) B E or d(q”q”) >, E Vm # n. By m-compactness, 3q”’ -5 q*, then 
3 i #j (d(q*q”‘) < ~12, d(q”‘q*) <s/2 and d(q*q’Q) < 42, d(q’Qq*) < c/2), 
which implies d(q”‘q”‘) < E and d(q’Qq”‘) < E, a contradiction. 
Let 4” be a Cauchy sequence. Then by m-compactness 3q”‘--% q. Since 
d(q”q) < d(q”q”‘) + d(q”‘q) and d(qq”) < d(qq”‘) + d(q”q”), q” --% q. 
(-=) Let {q”} be given. Then by Theorem 6.1 3 Cauchy subsequence 
(q”‘). By completeness 9”’ --% q. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.3. (X, d) is totally bounded * it is separable. 
Prod Vn W, q;,..., qnNtnl (Vq 3i (q g B(q;( l/n) and q E B(qrC( l/n)))). 
Consider {q;, n = 1, 2 ,..., i = 1, 2 ,..., N(n)} Vq VE > 0, choose l/n < E, then 3i 
(q c B(q;( l/n)) and q’ Z B(qy( l/n))). Thus d(qq:) <E and d(qrq) < E, which 
implies qy Z B(qs) and 4:” Z B(q”&). Therefore (X, d) is separable. Q.E.D. 
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